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About This Game
The Game
Beyond the Sky is a dark-themed point and click adenture in which you play Selene, a young woman who gets lost in a dark
wood. Only by learning to see beyond the veil of appereances in exploring the world surrounding her and solving complex
logical puzzles will she finally be able to defeat her deepest fears and realize her dream of reaching the moon.

Features
Unique graphic design, thoroughly crafted and designed entirely by hand;
Complex logical puzzles that will test your skills;
Distinctive means of exploration that develops over the course of the game;
Many bizarre characters to interact with;
Emotional original soundtrack;
An articulate and multifaceted story that will encourage you to reflect on important and deep themes: life and death, fear
and trust, prejudice and conflict;
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A vivid world that blends a surprising mix of references ranging from the classics of Greek and Latin literature to
contemporary movies, classical art and pop culture;
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Title: Beyond the Sky
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Iperurania Arts
Publisher:
Iperurania Arts
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1 64bit
Processor: 1 GHz CPU
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: Dedicated video card
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Russian
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Very confusing maps. Long cutscenes and sequences. Terrible plot.. This isnt a game, its a work of art.
A smidge on the pricey side, but still well done. If it ever goes on sale for ~5$ dont hesitate to pick it up.. Has not updated in a
long while. Will not be trusting this developer in the future. With $3, maybe, but definitely not with anything $10+.. Cookie is
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. The controls are WAY worse than the original and even through key bindings you
cant fix them properly. 0/10. What a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game. I could not even figure out what i was
supposed to do,. At least add some kind of instancing or insanly big maps so that one get to have ones own sandbox.. Despite the
play time shown, I have finished this game in about 3 hours. This game is more lighthearted than the first, and it takes place in a
much smaller world (the Harbour Cottage, The Bear, the Harbour Wall, and the areas in between). The game was fun to play
and most of the characters are the same, but I would not recommend paying full price since this should be considered a DLC
instead of a separate game. There are also no achievements and several questions were left unanswered. If you liked the first
game, I would recommend playing this one, but buy it on sale.. UFO Aftermath, the prequel to this game, is a good tactical
game: fast paced, great ambiance, and with a good sense of progression.
Aftershock is built upon the gameplay of its prequel and is pushing further by introducing economy, friendly fire and even a
diplomatic system.
However, the game's progression is awful. The first hours are very difficult, and that's nice. Then you'll reach a phase where you
have pretty much won. You control the globe thanks to your OP soldiers, the enemy cannot scratch you... but the game is still
going. All that is left is waiting for the ending to come to you. I am 35 hours in as I write this and still waiting.
The battlescape also take a dive because your soldiers stupidity. They react slowly, if at all, constantly lose sight of enemies and
do not even lean around covers (they did in Aftermath!). Its bugs and poor balance ruin an otherwise awesome tactical game.
This is frustrating. I really want this game to be good but it fell flat after a few hours inside the campaign. If you pick this up, I
recommend looking for mods. Don't play this as vanilla.. Fantastic game! I really liked this action game!
The graphics are terrific, I really liked the characters,
and the monsters, the general setting is classic fantasy but cartoonish.
The music is terrific too! really good and seems real nes hardware involved!
What I really liked is the option to play up to 3 players, a must-have for a good laugh with friends.
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bought anno 2205 and tundra a few days later can play anno 2205 but no tundra it says i have to purchase it again.
realy sucks as i was getting into this game.. Fun little game, nothing crazy here but it's well worth the price. I got about 3 hours
of fun out of it for the price of a burger. A burger is like 3 minutes of enjoyment. Ergo, buy it, worse case scenario you wasted a
couple bucks.. This "game" was TERRIBLE. Nonsensical puzzles, horrible English, and it's just a bog standard Flash game
running via a standalone Flash player. Trust the low Metacritic score, don't trust the bizarrely high Steam review score.. So I
have breifly played 'National Zombie Park' just out of curiosity for it being a new indie rogue like zombie game. For the game
being at it's stage at develpoment I'd have to say it is pretty empty. The game is mostly filled with vegetation with the occasional
building here and there. Combat reminds me of 'Hotline Miami' due every enemy can instantly kill you and you can kill almost
every zombie first strike on the first day. I have been fortunate to make it a few days into the game and the difficulty was
noticably increasing with higher density of zombies and more types. Also found an underground area which was cool and
difficult but made the loot inside that much sweeter when found.
Pros:
- Cool Combat
- Collected loot feels earned
- Keeps you on edge
- Supplies run fast requiring you to keep a look out for more
Cons:
- Relitivly Empty
- Doesn't introduce you to the controls very well
- Random frame rate drops
- Confusing health system for a one hit kill game
All in all i would say to give this game a whirl, it is early development so bugs and such were expected when I bought it but i can
see this game has alot that could be added to it so there is so much potential in it. I'm going to keep up with this game in hopes it
improves and the experience gets better, just gotta hope the developers don't abandon it this early. Would recommened to
people that would like to be involved in a game that will hopefully undertake a great modification :). It's a fun little game, but
not exactly something most will be able to get 50+ hours out of. The building is awkward, but the concept is cool. It's good for a
while.
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